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CHAPTER 36

LOGISTICS INTEGRATED PLANNING
METHODS OF DISTRIBUTING TOURS IN A
COOPERATIVE ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
OLAH, B.; BANYAI, T. & CSELENYI, J.
Abstract: The events that led up to this scientific work that the detailed in the former
publications analysis of assignment algorithms of assembly plants to the final
product requirements of the end users in a cooperative assembly system we take
homogeneous shuttle tours (direct delivery) into account by the determination of the
objective function as a simplified cost function. Leaning on the before-described
model the work details that the solution of distribution tasks by the help of round
tours generates a cost reduction for shuttles. The authors review the description of
the algorithms for route planning and the different round tour types such as
collecting tour from assembly plants to an end user, distribution tour from an
assembly plant to end users, and both models of mixed tour (distributing tour
attendant upon collection and combined round tour) in the first chapter. The
elaborated heuristic algorithms are demonstrated by a simple example considering
different round tour types in the next part of the scientific paper. Finally we discuss
in detail the evaluation and comparison of investigational results of methods (shuttle
and round tour) adjunct to showed models, and determination of further tasks for
optimal operation of the distribution system for instance the modification of the
vehicle capacity, and the effects of change of cost elements and data structure.
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